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ABSTRACT

A revised Bayesian algorithm for estimating surface rain rate, convective rain proportion, and latent heating profiles from satellite-borne passive microwave radiometer observations over ocean backgrounds is described. The algorithm searches a large database of cloud-radiative model simulations to find cloud profiles that are radiatively consistent with a given set of microwave radiance measurements. The properties of these radiatively consistent profiles are then composited to obtain best estimates of the observed properties. The revised algorithm is supported by an expanded and more physically consistent database of cloud-radiative model simulations. The algorithm also features a better quantification of the convective and nonconvective contributions to total rainfall, a new geographic database, and an improved representation of background radiances in rain-free regions. Bias and random error estimates are derived from applications of the algorithm to synthetic radiance data, based upon a subset of cloud-resolving model simulations, and from the Bayesian formulation itself. Synthetic rain-rate and latent heating estimates exhibit a trend of high (low) bias for low (high) retrieved values. The Bayesian estimates of random error are propagated to represent errors at coarser time and space resolutions, based upon applications of the algorithm to TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) data. Errors in TMI instantaneous rain-rate estimates at 0.5°-resolution range from approximately 50% at 1 mm h⁻¹ to 20% at 14 mm h⁻¹. Errors in collocated spaceborne radar rain-rate estimates are roughly 50%–80% of the TMI errors at this resolution. The estimated algorithm random error in TMI rain rates at monthly, 2.5° resolution is relatively small (less than 6% at 5 mm day⁻¹) in comparison with the random error resulting from infrequent satellite temporal sampling (8%–35% at the same rain rate). Percentage errors resulting from sampling decrease with increasing rain rate, and sampling errors in latent heating rates follow the same trend. Averaging over 3 months reduces sampling errors in rain rates to 6%–15% at 5 mm day⁻¹, with proportionate reductions in latent heating sampling errors.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, diagnostics of time-/space-averaged satellite rainfall estimates have helped to create a better picture of the earth’s climate and its variability (e.g., Rasmussen and Arkin 1993; Xie and Arkin 1997; Curtis and Adler 2000; Adler et al. 2003). These studies have relied upon remote sensing of precipitation from infrared, passive microwave, and spaceborne radar measurements, culminating in the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM; 1997–present). Moreover, it has been amply demonstrated that precipitation measurements from space have had a beneficial impact on general circulation model assimilations and numerical weather prediction model forecasts using data assimilation methods.
Toward a better understanding of how precipitation processes affect the atmosphere, the next logical step is to consider the convective and stratiform partitioning of total precipitation, because this partitioning is linked to the organization of convective systems and the distributions of vertical motion and latent heat release in the atmosphere (Houze 1989). Latent heating is a driver of atmospheric circulations, from the scale of individual convective elements to the scales of the Hadley and Walker circulations; therefore, knowledge of the 4D distribution of latent heating gained from satellite observations can be used to study these circulations and to help quantify the diabatic heating component of the atmospheric energy budget. In a series of studies, Yang and Smith (1999a,b, 2000) demonstrated that it is possible to estimate latent heating profiles from Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) satellite observations. Only a limited number of studies have utilized satellite estimates of convective/stratiform proportion and latent heating in numerical model assimilation experiments. However, the significant improvement of numerical model assimilations and forecasts utilizing even approximate satellite rain-rate estimates has spurred interest in new experiments in which satellite convective/stratiform rain proportion and latent heating rates would be assimilated.

One of the primary objectives of TRMM is to gain a better understanding of the three-dimensional distribution and evolution of atmospheric latent heating in the Tropics; see Simpson et al. (1988). The TRMM polar-orbiting satellite observatory is fitted with passive and active microwave sensors that provide measurements of the horizontal and vertical structure of precipitation in the atmosphere with relatively high spatial sampling (minimum footprint spacing ~5 km). The aim of the present study is to examine the potential for estimating consistent precipitation and latent heating rates based upon passive microwave observations from the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI). The heritage of this study is an investigation in which a Bayesian estimation method was applied to measurements from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager to estimate the surface rainfall rate, convective rainfall proportion, and latent heating rates (Olson et al. 1999). In the previous study it was demonstrated that in addition to measured microwave radiances, empirical estimates of the convective fraction of precipitation within the nominal satellite footprint were required to retrieve reasonably unambiguous estimates of surface rainfall rate and latent heating. One reason for the positive impact of convective fraction information is that it provides a measure of the horizontal inhomogeneity of the rain field within the satellite footprint, which is critical for establishing the link between footprint-averaged rain-rate and upwelling microwave radiances. The convective fraction is also an indicator of the vertical motion and latent heating profile. For example, a large convective fraction at the scale of the sensor footprint (~10 km) is correlated with stronger upward motion and positive latent heating through the depth of the cloud layer, while a large fraction of nonconvective (stratiform) rain generally indicates weak mesoscale ascent and heating in the upper troposphere with descent and evaporative cooling at lower altitudes; see Houze (1989).

The objectives of the present study are to improve and extend the Bayesian estimation method described in Kummerow et al. (2001; version 5) in order to provide consistent estimates of precipitation and latent heating, based upon passive microwave observations from the TMI over ocean. The technique is applied only over ocean surfaces because any vertical structure information contained in TMI observations is compromised by the strong microwave emission from land surfaces; that is, microwave emission/absorption by liquid precipitation cannot be easily distinguished from variations in land emission. The method is improved by (a) expanding the algorithm’s cloud-radiative model database to include a greater diversity of precipitation systems, (b) making basic adjustments to the ice precipitation microphysics in the cloud-resolving model (CRM) simulations of the algorithm’s database to produce more realistic graupel and snow distributions, (c) including the effects of mixed-phase precipitation in the cloud-resolving model simulations, (d) utilizing consistent definitions of convective rain and total rain area in the context of cloud-resolving model simulations and satellite observations, (e) including a new geographic database to better separate ocean, coast, and land areas, and (f) establishing a more consistent microwave radiance “background” in rain-free areas. The combination of these changes leads to passive microwave estimates of precipitation that have greater consistency with independent radar estimates and latent heating distributions that have more fidelity with climatological distributions; see Yang et al. (2006, hereinafter Part II). The resulting Bayesian estimation method is at the heart of the current TRMM facility algorithm (2A12, version 6) for estimating precipitation-related parameters from TMI observations.

In section 2, the characteristics of the TMI observations and the basic estimation method are briefly reviewed, with modifications for improved parameter estimation described in section 3. Synthetic retrieval studies, in which the algorithm is applied to microwave
radiances synthesized from cloud-resolving model simulations, are used to estimate the biases and random errors in retrieved parameters. Estimates of random errors resulting from incomplete information in the microwave data can also be derived from the Bayesian (algorithm based) method. Both synthetic retrievals and the algorithm-based method are described and applied in section 4. The general capability of the microwave algorithm is demonstrated through applications to TMI observations from July 2000 over the tropical and subtropical oceans. Monthly mean estimates of precipitation and latent heating and their uncertainties, including errors resulting from infrequent sampling, are examined. The paper concludes with a brief summary and reflections on the direction of future work (section 5).

As described, this Part I of the two-part series provides a review of the changes introduced into the version-6 TMI algorithm and the theoretical “modeling” of uncertainties based upon the algorithm. In Part II, estimates of algorithm errors at various scales are obtained directly from comparisons with independent observations, and these error estimates are compared with the modeled uncertainties derived in Part I. Remote sensing estimates of rain rate and latent heating, and knowledge of their uncertainties, are important for current and future applications in data assimilation and climate analysis.

2. Data and basic method

a. TRMM observations

The analyses presented in this study are based upon observations, both synthesized and actual, from the TMI. The TMI is one of five sensors aboard the TRMM satellite observatory, which was launched into low-Earth orbit in November 1997 to provide data on the characteristics of convection in the Tropics and subtropics (35°S–35°N). The TMI is a scanning passive microwave radiometer with dual-polarization channels at 10.65, 19.35, 37, and 85.5 GHz, and a vertical polarization channel at 21.3 GHz; see Table 1. The lower-frequency channels are primarily sensitive to the vertical path integral of liquid precipitation in the atmosphere. The channels become increasingly sensitive to the vertical path integral of ice-phase precipitation as the channel frequency increases, while the range of sensitivity to rain decreases. Because of these sensitivities, the TMI has a crude precipitation-profiling capability, which is somewhat compromised by limited spatial resolution at the lower frequencies. In addition to the information provided by TMI on vertical precipitation structure, horizontal structure information can be gleaned from variations of precipitation signatures in the swath imagery or by deconvolution of the multiresolution observations, as in Petty (1994b). The along-track sampling resolution of all TMI channels is about 14 km; the cross-track sampling is 4.5 (85.5 GHz) and 9 (remaining channels) km.

Another TRMM instrument, the precipitation radar (PR), measures precipitation backscatter at 13.8 GHz near nadir and is thus used to infer profiles of precipitation water content; see Table 1. The PR’s 215-km-wide swath is centered within the TMI’s 760-km swath, providing coincident coverage within the PR swath. The PR’s greater range resolution (0.25 km) and horizontal sampling resolution (4.3 km) with respect to the TMI lead to more structural detail in retrieved precipitation fields, and therefore precipitation estimates from the PR are used as a comparative reference in the current study.

b. Estimation of cloud properties from TMI

The TMI retrieval algorithm (2A12, version 6) is based upon a Bayesian technique described in Kumfer et al. (1996, 2001) with an extension to latent heating estimation by Olson et al. (1999). In the algorithm, CRM simulations, coupled to a radiative transfer code, are used to generate a large supporting database of simulated precipitation/latent heating vertical profiles and corresponding upwelling microwave radiances. Given a set of observed multichannel microwave radiances from a particular sensor, the entire database of simulated radiances is scanned; the “retrieved” profile is a composite of those profiles in the database that correspond to simulated radiances consistent with the observed radiances. Formally, a TMI estimate of profile parameters \( \hat{\mathbf{x}} \) is given by

---

**Table 1. Characteristics of the TMI and PR.** The horizontal resolution specifications of the PR are at nadir view; H: horizontal; V: vertical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel frequency (GHz)/polarizations</th>
<th>Horizontal resolution (km)</th>
<th>Noise (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.65/H, V</td>
<td>37 × 63</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.35/H, V</td>
<td>18 × 30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.3/V</td>
<td>18 × 23</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.0/H, V</td>
<td>9 × 16</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.5/H, V</td>
<td>5 × 7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Horizontal resolution at surface/range (km)</th>
<th>Uncertainty resulting from sampling (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>4.3/0.25</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ \hat{E}[x] = \sum_k x_k \exp\left\{-0.5[\mathbf{I}_k(x_k) - \mathbf{I}_o]^{\top}(\mathbf{S}_f + \mathbf{O}_f)^{-1}[\mathbf{I}_k(x_k) - \mathbf{I}_o] + C\right\}, \]

where the model profile vector \( x_k \) contains all of the parameters, including the surface rain rate, convective rain rate, liquid-/ice-phase precipitation, and latent heating profiles, corresponding to the simulated radiance indices \( \mathbf{I}_k(x_k) \). The radiance indices, constructed from radiances at the different radiometer channel frequencies/polarizations, are the normalized polarization and scattering indices defined by Petty (1994a). Similarly defined, \( \mathbf{I}_o \) is a vector of sensor-observed radiance indices. Respectively, \( \mathbf{S}_f \) and \( \mathbf{O}_f \) are error covariance matrices of the simulated and observed microwave radiance indices, and \( \hat{M} \) is a normalization factor.

Additional information regarding the observed profile, such as estimates of the area fractions of rain and convective rain within the nominal satellite footprint (14 km \( \times \) 14 km for TMI), is included in the constraint term \( C \),

\[ C = -0.5[\mathbf{f}_k(x_k) - \mathbf{f}_o]^{\top}(\mathbf{S}_f + \mathbf{O}_f)^{-1}[\mathbf{f}_k(x_k) - \mathbf{f}_o]. \]

Here, \( \mathbf{f}_k \) is a vector of a simulated constraint parameters, and \( \mathbf{f}_o \) is a vector of corresponding observed parameters; \( \mathbf{S}_f \) and \( \mathbf{O}_f \) are error covariance matrices of the simulated and observed constraint parameters, respectively. A description of the rain area and convective rain area constraint parameters is deferred to section 3. Only the diagonal terms of the error covariance matrices, \( \mathbf{S}_f, \mathbf{O}_f, \mathbf{S}_p, \) and \( \mathbf{O}_p \), are specified as in the version-5 TMI algorithm; see Kummerow et al. (2001).

The summation in (1) is over all simulated profiles/radiance indices in the supporting cloud-radiative model database. In principle, any cloud property represented in the supporting cloud-radiative model simulations can be estimated using (1) to the extent that there is sufficient sensitivity of the passive microwave observations to variations in that property. In this way, estimates of surface rainfall rate, convective rain proportion, and profiles of precipitation and latent heating can be made with different degrees of accuracy.

Because, in general, multichannel passive microwave observations contain limited information regarding precipitation and related cloud parameters, there are, in fact, a distribution of these parameters that are consistent with any set of observations at a given footprint location. The expression (1) gives the mean of this distribution, but it is also possible to calculate the variance of the distribution for any single estimated parameter \( x \) using

\[ \sigma^2[x] = \hat{E}[(x - \hat{E}[x])^2], \]

which yields a measure of the uncertainty in the estimate of \( x \) because of the limited information content of the observations.

The uncertainty represented by (3) would exist even if the cloud-radiative model simulations in the algorithm’s supporting database and the radiometer observations were error free. Therefore, although (3) accounts for random errors resulting from the limited information content of the observations, additional uncertainties in estimates resulting from errors in cloud-radiative modeling may occur. Because true validation of precipitation-related quantities using independent observations is difficult, (3) at least provides a lower bound on the random error of algorithm estimates—a basic “building block” for estimates of the random error in the derived products (described in section 4).

3. Modifications of the TMI algorithm

In the development of the version-6 TMI facility algorithm, several modifications are included to allow for latent heating estimation. These modifications lead to not only improved physical models that better represent the relationships between cloud properties and upwelling microwave radiances at the TMI frequencies, but also a better extraction of information from the TMI observations to isolate the dependencies of the observations on the cloud properties that are estimated. Although the main driver for these modifications is the estimation of latent heating, the improved sensitivity of the algorithm leads to estimates of the surface rainfall rate with generally less bias with respect to independent estimates; see Part II.

a. Greater diversity in the supporting cloud-radiative model database

In version 5 of the TMI algorithm, the Bayesian estimation method was supported by cloud simulations corresponding to only three different observed environments in the Tropics and subtropics for ocean applications. These simulations are replaced by the six simulations listed in Table 2. Four of the new simulations are performed using the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model, which is a three-dimensional, nonhydrostatic cloud-resolving model described in Tao and Simpson (1993) and Tao (2003a). Among the physical
parameterizations in this model is a description of cloud microphysical processes based upon Lin et al. (1983), with additional processes derived from Rutledge and Hobbs (1984). Bulk water contents of cloud liquid, rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel are calculated prognostically. This single-moment microphysical scheme used in the GCE model is called the “3ICE” scheme.

GCE short-term simulations of mesoscale convective systems are usually initiated with a spreading cool pool within a fixed environment obtained from rawinsonde data. However, the longer-term evolution of cloud systems can be simulated by nudging toward environmental conditions using observed large-scale advective tendencies of temperature and humidity and observed horizontal momentum (Johnson et al. 2002). The 19–26 December Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE) simulation listed in Table 2 was performed in this manner. The utility of the longer-term simulations is that a greater spectrum of convective system types can be represented because of changing environmental conditions in the model, and these varied systems can be extracted for algorithm applications by sampling the simulations over time. In the present study, less organized convection, not available from the cool-pool–forced simulations, is drawn from three periods on 23 December of the TOGA COARE simulation.

Although convective systems up to the scale of squall lines can be successfully simulated using the GCE model, the evolution of convection embedded in larger-scale systems requires a model that can represent scale interaction. For this purpose, the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University–National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5; see Dudhia 1993) is utilized, but the microphysical scheme used in the MM5 simulations is again the 3ICE scheme, which has been incorporated into MM5; see Tao (2003b). MM5 simulations nested to ~2 km resolutions are required to capture the cloud and precipitation spatial structures necessary for the proper calculation of microwave radiative transfer through the simulated structures. Using nested grids, MM5 simulations of the inner core of Hurricane Bob (1991) and the warm and cold frontal regions of wintertime and summertime extratropical cyclones are performed.

Although the simulations listed in Table 2 represent only a small fraction of systems that might be observed by the TMI, inclusion of these simulations in the Bayesian method’s supporting database leads to much greater diversity in candidate precipitation and latent heating profiles than in earlier algorithm implementations.

b. Adjustment of cloud-resolving model ice microphysics

Prior to this study, a significant shortcoming of simulations based upon the 3ICE microphysics were distributions of graupel that extended widely over stratiform precipitation regions, far from any convective updrafts. These graupel distributions were considered erroneous because graupel grows primarily through the accretion of liquid water, which is generally confined to regions close to convective updrafts.

To correct this problem within the constraints of the 3ICE bulk microphysical parameterization, the efficiency for collection of snow by graupel is set to zero at model grid points where concentrations of cloud liquid water and rain are negligible. Although this correction is an oversimplification, it avoids the difficulty of reformulating the snow–graupel collection kernel and is supported by evidence that the collection efficiency of “dry” ice particles is relatively small; see Pruppacher and Klett (1977) for a general discussion. The correction also improves the distributions of microwave scattering by ice-phase precipitation, because excessive scattering by graupel, previously noted in simulations of stratiform regions, is eliminated.

c. Inclusion of the effects of mixed-phase precipitation in CRM simulations

In the CRM simulations listed in Table 2, the melting of ice-phase hydrometeors is simplified, such that any meltwater is immediately categorized as rain; that is, there is no explicit representation of mixed-phase precipitation in these simulations. To account for the effects of mixed-phase precipitation, the 1D parameterization for melting precipitation described in Olson et al. (2001a,b) is applied to all stratiform grid points in the CRM simulations of the algorithm’s supporting database. The parameterization is a steady-state model that simulates the evolution of the spectra of melting.
snow and graupel particles, given their initial spectra just above the freezing level as simulated by the CRM. The concentrations and electromagnetic properties of the melting particles are computed, replacing those of the original CRM.

d. Definition of cloud and precipitation properties in simulated footprints

As described in section 2, any cloud/precipitation properties simulated by the CRM’s can potentially be retrieved from the TMI data using (1). The specific choice of cloud/precipitation properties and their resolution is somewhat arbitrary, however. Given the sample spacing of the TMI sensor along track (13.9 km), a 14 km × 14 km nominal “footprint” is selected for the resolution of the version-6 algorithm products.

Simulated properties such as the surface rainfall rate, cloud and precipitation water contents, and latent heating are horizontally averaged over 14 km × 14 km areas in the CRM domains to represent properties at product resolution. Cloud latent heating is defined as $Q_1 - Q_R$, the apparent heat source less the contribution from radiative heating/cooling; see Yanai et al. (1973). Eddy heat flux convergence contributions to $Q_1 - Q_R$ are defined relative to a 55-km-resolution mean state.

The classification of convective and nonconvective grid points in the CRM simulations is required not only for determining convective and stratiform rain proportions, which are estimated using the TMI algorithm, but also for determining the area coverage of convection, which, incorporated into (2), is used to constrain algorithm estimates. The new convective/nonconvective classification of CRM grid points in version 6 is based upon an evaluation of the vertical structure of model-simulated mass fluxes, inspired by the partitioning method of Xu (1995). Using this convective/nonconvective classification, the area fraction of convection within the simulated footprints (14 km × 14 km) is calculated. In addition to the convective area fraction, the area fraction of total rainfall rate, defined as the area within each simulated 14 km × 14 km footprint where the model gridpoint values of surface rainfall rate exceed 0.3 mm h⁻¹, is also calculated. The area fractions of convection and total rainfall are compared with empirical estimates derived from the TMI data in the algorithm’s constraint term, (2). The convective contributions to surface rainfall rate and $Q_1 - Q_R$ within each simulated footprint are also computed and included in the vector $x$ of parameters to be estimated.

e. New geographic database

Crucial to the operation of the algorithm is the correct classification of the earth’s surface within the satellite footprint as predominantly ocean, coast, or land. Previously, the definition of “coast” was based on a threshold applied to the distance to the nearest land (if over water) or water (if over land). This definition has the drawback that a rather large area of open water centered on even a very small island will be classified as coast, preventing the utilization of the more appropriate ocean algorithm for this case. Additionally, large areas of interior land are classified as coast because of the presence of nearby rivers and lakes.

A revised geographic database is therefore developed based on the minimum radius of a circle encompassing a specified minimum fraction of the opposite surface type. The starting point of the geographic database is the U.S. Navy’s 1/6° × 1/6° global “elevation” dataset, which includes a terrain classification of each grid point. For each 1/6° grid point over water, the radius $R$ of a circle centered on that location is increased until the circle encompasses 5% land area. The final radius is then recorded at that grid point as the effective distance from significant land contamination. For points over land, a similar procedure is used, except that the threshold for water coverage is set to 20%. A grid point over land is then classified as coast if $R$ is less than 50 km; points over water are classified as ocean if $R$ is less than 30 km.

The above thresholds for land/water fraction and for radius $R$ are determined subjectively, based on examination of TMI images and rain-rate estimates in coastal areas. The intent is to classify as few grid points as possible as coast, while still ensuring that TMI footprints centered over locations classified as ocean and land would not experience operationally significant contamination by the opposite surface type.

f. Calculation of the “background” rain-free radiance field

In this study, the TMI algorithm is applied to ocean locations, and therefore the radiance indices $[I_S$ and $I_O$ in (1)] are the normalized polarization and scattering indices described by Petty (1994a). These indices were developed to isolate the microwave signal resulting from precipitation particles from variations in radiances because of varying ocean surface emissivity, sea surface temperature, and atmospheric water vapor, and also to decouple the brightness temperature effects of microwave attenuation from those resulting from scattering. Both indices depend upon reasonable estimates of “background” radiances in the absence of clouds or precipitation.

In version 5, the background radiances were estimated from actual radiances at nearby locations deemed to be relatively free of rain and cloud. Unfor-
Fortunately, the criteria used for determining such points were unreliable and, in any case, even the existence of cloud-free pixels could not be guaranteed within any reasonable radius. Consequently, estimates of background radiances were commonly too warm and too depolarized, by as much as 10 K or more.

In version 6, an improved method is implemented based on direct TMI estimates of column water vapor V and ocean surface wind speed U, both of which are possible even in cloudy areas as long as precipitation contamination is not severe. This method greatly increases the fraction of the ocean area for which reliable local estimates of background radiances can be made; these are then interpolated spatially into the relatively small areas for which precipitation contamination is significant. The basic procedure is outlined by Petty (1994a). The net result of the revision is that fields of background radiances are both smoother and significantly more realistic than those obtained using the version-5 method.

The radiance indices in the cloud-radiative model simulations of the algorithm’s database are determined by evaluating the true background radiance field. That is, upwelling radiances at each model grid point are calculated with all cloud and precipitation water contents set to zero.

g. Reformulation of the convective/nonconvective rain area constraint

The changes in the version-6 TMI algorithm that have the greatest impact on estimates of cloud latent heating profiles are those related to the estimation of the parameters describing the convective coverage from TMI observations, and the evaluation of the same parameters in the CRM simulations. In previous versions of the TMI algorithm, only estimates of the area fraction of convection within the nominal TMI footprint were used as a constraint in (2). In version 6, the area fractions of both convective rain and total rain are estimated, and these are included in (2).

As in version 5, the area fraction of convective rain within the TMI footprint in version 6 is computed as a minimum variance estimate, combining convective fraction estimates from both TMI polarization signatures and image texture (see Olson et al. 2001c);

$$f_{\text{conv}} = \left( \frac{f_{\text{pol}}}{\sigma_{\text{pol}}^2} + \frac{f_{\text{tex}}}{\sigma_{\text{tex}}^2} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{pol}}^2} + \frac{1}{\sigma_{\text{tex}}^2} \right).$$

(4)

Here, $f_{\text{pol}}$ is the convective-fraction estimate based upon TMI polarization data, $f_{\text{tex}}$ is the estimate based upon image texture information, and $\sigma_{\text{pol}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{tex}}$ are the uncertainties corresponding to these estimates.

In version 6, the polarization-based estimate of convective area fraction $f_{\text{pol}}$ is given by (8) in Olson et al. (2001c), but with a slight along-scan filtering to accommodate the nominal footprint dimensions (14 km x 14 km) of the version-6 algorithm. A statistical adjustment of $f_{\text{pol}}$ is applied based upon synthetic radiance data to make it consistent with cloud model–based convective fractions. The error variance $\sigma_{\text{pol}}^2$ of polarization-based convective fraction estimates is given by (16) in Olson et al. (2001c), propagated through the same along-scan filter and statistical adjustment.

The polarization-based convective fraction estimate is reliable only if significant scattering by precipitation-sized ice is observed. If not, then microwave image texture and liquid precipitation emission signatures must be used to identify convection. In the present study, if the 85-GHz scattering index S85 (from Petty 1994a) is less than 40 K, then an alternative texture-based estimate of convective fraction is calculated. In estimating the convective fraction based upon texture information, three indices are used to first decide whether or not convection might be present in the TMI footprint—(a) $P_{37 \text{grad}}$, the maximum difference between the normalized polarization at 37 GHz (Petty 1994a) and the normalized polarizations of neighboring footprints, (b) $w_{\text{grad}}$, a “probability of convection” based upon the spatial distribution of $f_{\text{pol}}$, and (c) $P_{37 \text{max}}$, the maximum second spatial derivative of 37-GHz normalized polarization in any direction.

The texture-based area fraction of convection within the footprint is estimated using the normalized polarization difference at 37 GHz, as follows:

$$f_{\text{tex}} = \begin{cases} 1 - P_{37}, & \text{for } S85 < 40 \text{ K} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

For optically thick precipitation regions partially filling a radiometer footprint, $1 - P_{37}$ is approximately equal to the area fraction of precipitation within the footprint (Petty 1994a). However, even if convection is indicated by the index tests on the right-hand side of (5), not all of the rain within the footprint is necessarily convective. Therefore, a statistical adjustment of $f_{\text{tex}}$ is applied based upon synthetic radiance data to make it...
consistent with model-generated convective fraction estimates. If a texture-based convective fraction estimate is allowed by (5), then the error variance $\sigma^2_{\text{tec}}$ of the estimate is assigned a value of 0.2 based upon previous work by Hong et al. (1999).

It has been demonstrated that algorithm constraints on convective rain area lead to more accurate passive microwave estimates of precipitation and latent heating (Olson et al. 1999); however, the relative proportions of convective and stratiform rain flux are more closely related to vertical latent heating structure (see Tao et al. 1993). Although microwave radiometric signatures cannot be interpreted in terms of convective/stratiform rain flux directly, the area proportions of convective and stratiform precipitation coverage can be inferred if, in addition to convective area coverage, the total rain coverage can be estimated. Therefore, precipitation-related quantities retrieved from TMI data are also constrained by estimates of the total rain area within the nominal footprint. Following Petty (1994a), the total rain area fraction in the plane-parallel limit is first approximated by

$$f_{\text{rain}} = 1 - P_{37},$$

and then adjusted using synthetic data.

Estimates of convective area fraction and total rain fraction are incorporated into the constraint term [(2)] of the Bayesian method.

4. Error estimates

Errors in retrieved precipitation-related parameters can be estimated from (a) comparisons of TMI-retrieved parameters with independent data, (b) algorithm applications to synthetic data, and (c) the algorithm itself, drawing upon information provided by the Bayesian formulation. Because independent estimates of rain rate from ground-based radars or rain gauges may contain considerable random error, it is not always possible to distinguish these errors from algorithm errors. Therefore, alternatives (b) and (c) are explored here to independently estimate errors that are intrinsic to the algorithm and to provide a basis for the development of error models. Evaluation of TMI surface rain-rate, convective rain-rate, and $Q_1 - Q_R$ estimates using independent, ground-based observations is performed in Part II of this series.

a. Synthetic data

TMI observations are synthesized using the same procedure utilized to create the algorithm’s supporting database (see section 3a). A subset of the cloud-resolving model simulations listed in Table 2, but separate from the simulations used in the algorithm’s database, are set aside to represent “true” fields of cloud, precipitation, and latent heating. The subset consists of 3D model volumes at two time periods each from the Hurricane Bob, Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) 12 September simulation, and the TOGA COARE 22 February and 19–26 December simulations. Upwelling radiances at the TMI frequencies/polarizations are calculated using Eddington’s second approximation, and these radiances are convolved by functions approximating the TMI antenna patterns to synthesize radiances as they might be measured by TMI. Because the polarization of scattered radiances at 85.5 GHz is used in the TMI algorithm (section 3g), but not calculated using the Eddington method, the empirical function [Olson et al. 2001c; their (10)] is utilized to simulate the polarization of scattered radiances. A nominal level of Gaussian-distributed noise, with a standard deviation of 1 K, is added to the convolved radiances to simulate sensor noise.

The TMI algorithm is applied to the synthesized microwave radiances, and the estimated parameters are compared with the “true” parameters from the corresponding model simulations. Although footprint-scale (14 km) estimates of precipitation and latent heating may be of interest in studies of storm structure, applications such as global data assimilation generally require lower-resolution estimates. Figure 1 illustrates the impact of averaging on the random error of TMI surface rain-rate and $Q_1 - Q_R$ estimates. The top panels are comparisons of true and estimated parameters at footprint scale. True and estimated parameters in the middle panels have been averaged to 28-km resolution, and parameters in the bottom panels have been averaged to 56-km resolution. Note that although the magnitudes of rain-rate and $Q_1 - Q_R$ estimates are diminished by averaging, the scatter of estimates relative to the variance of values is reduced. The correlation coefficient of rain rate increases from 0.88 to 0.92 and 0.95 as the averaging area is increased.

Although random errors in rain-rate and $Q_1 - Q_R$ estimates decrease as the effective resolution of the estimates decreases, systematic errors remain. The general trend of these errors is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 2 are rain-rate-weighted histograms of both the true and estimated rain rates at footprint resolution (14 km), derived from applications of the TMI algorithm to the synthetic data. The weighting of the histogram by rain rate in each histogram bin (1 mm h$^{-1}$ bin interval) yields the relative contribution of the rain rate (along the abscissa in...
the figure) to the mean rain rate. Although there are obvious differences between the histograms of true and estimated rain rates, there are no apparent systematic differences.

In the lower panel of Fig. 2, the bias-weighted histogram of true rain rates is plotted. Here, the plotted points can be interpreted as the contributions of the differences between estimated and true rain rates to the total bias, binned in 1 mm h$^{-1}$ intervals of the true rain rate (plotted on the abscissa). The Bayesian formula-
tion of the TMI algorithm is designed to yield an unbiased rain-rate estimate given a set of observations, and the total bias is only 0.016 mm h\(^{-1}\), or 0.9% of the true mean rain rate. However, significant biases may occur for certain subpopulations. It may be noted from Fig. 2 that lower rain rates tend to be overestimated while higher rain rates are underestimated. The trend of over-/underestimation is a consequence of the ambiguity of the input radiance data, which do not uniquely specify a particular rain rate. Given this ambiguity, the algorithm provides a rain estimate that is roughly the “average” of all rain rates in the supporting database that are consistent with the input observations. In the range of lower rain rates, the algorithm averages light rains in the database consistent with the input observations, but the distribution of these light rains is limited by the physical constraint that rain rate must be greater than or equal to zero. The algorithm’s averaging over this asymmetric distribution leads to a positive bias of the rain-rate estimate. In the range of higher rain rates, the algorithm’s average of rains consistent with the input observations tends to favor less intense rain rates, which occur more frequently than rains of greater intensity in the supporting database. The result is a negative bias of rain estimates in this range.

An analysis of \( Q_1 - Q_R \) estimates based upon synthetic data leads to similar bias trends. Presented in the panels of Fig. 3 are the contributions to the mean estimated and true \( Q_1 - Q_R \) as well as the contributions to the bias of \( Q_1 - Q_R \) in bin intervals of 2 K h\(^{-1}\) along

**Fig. 2.** (top) Contributions of estimated and true rain rates to their mean values, and (bottom) contribution of estimated minus true rain rates to the total bias, plotted vs the true rain rate, based upon applications of the microwave radiometer algorithm to synthetic radiance data.

**Fig. 3.** Contributions of (top) estimated and (middle) true \( Q_1 - Q_R \) to their mean values at different altitudes, plotted as functions of the estimated and true \( Q_1 - Q_R \), respectively. (bottom) The contribution of estimated minus true \( Q_1 - Q_R \) to the total bias is plotted as a function of the true \( Q_1 - Q_R \) at different altitudes. Estimates are based upon applications of the microwave radiometer algorithm to synthetic radiance data.
the abscissa and at all altitudes where algorithm estimates are made (0–18 km). Note from the mean contribution plots that the range of estimated $Q_1 - Q_R$ values is more limited than the true range. The contributions to $Q_1 - Q_R$ bias indicate overestimation of weak heating rates, while stronger heating and cooling rates are systematically underestimated. A consequence of these bias trends is illustrated in Fig. 4. Plotted in the figure are the mean vertical profiles of $Q_1 - Q_R$ and the convective and nonconvective contributions to $Q_1 - Q_R$ from applications of the algorithm to the synthetic Hurricane Bob data (see Table 2). For comparison, the true mean $Q_1 - Q_R$ profiles from Hurricane Bob are also plotted, and in each case the $Q_1 - Q_R$ profiles have been normalized by the mean rain rate to help isolate differences in profile shape. Because the domain of the Bob simulation covers only the inner core of the storm, strong convective heating is expected to dominate the vertical profile of $Q_1 - Q_R$, and indeed this is indicated by the true mean profiles. The underestimation of extreme heating by the algorithm, however, leads to a low bias of estimated convective and total $Q_1 - Q_R$ in the lower troposphere. Mean rain rates are similarly underestimated.

In the foregoing examples, deficient information contained in upwelling microwave radiances was shown to lead not only to significant random errors at the scale of microwave footprints, but also to biases in estimates of rain rate and latent heating. It should be noted that these biases occur in spite of the fact that the physical models incorporated in the algorithm are consistent with the true precipitation/heating distributions and radiative transfer calculations utilized in the creation of the synthetic data. In applications of the TMI algorithm to actual TMI radiance data, errors in the physical models will lead to additional error. However, the focus of the present work is on the random error associated with nonspecific information in the microwave data, and how this error propagates to time/space averages of TMI estimates. Described in the next subsection are methods for extracting information from the TMI algorithm itself to help estimate random errors in specific applications of the algorithm.

b. Algorithm-based methods

In section 2b, the Bayesian formulation of the TMI algorithm was used to derive an estimate of the random error (3) in footprint-scale-retrieved parameters resulting from deficient information contained in the microwave radiance data. Although additional random error in TMI estimates can result from errors in the algorithm’s supporting database of cloud-radiative model simulations, relation (3) provides a useful “building block” for the derivation of errors in time–space average precipitation or latent heating estimates.

The general magnitude of errors in footprint-scale rain-rate estimates is illustrated by Fig. 5, which is based upon applications of (1) and (3) to seven orbits of
TMI observations (ocean footprints only) spanning the month of July 2000. Note that the errors resulting from deficiencies in radiance information increase with estimated rainfall rate, while percentage (relative) errors decrease. For example, the random error in a rain-rate estimate is approximately 100%, but the error decreases to about 60% at 20 mm h\(^{-1}\). These results are similar to the findings previously reported by Bauer et al. (2002), who described algorithm-based errors from the version-5 TMI algorithm applied to observations of Supertyphoon Paka. The value of these error estimates is that they reflect not only the dependence of errors on rain intensity but also the dependence on other environmental conditions specific to a given radiometer observation. Note from Fig. 5 that the range of errors corresponding to a given rain-rate estimate increases as the rain intensity increases.

c. Errors in instantaneous half-degree rain rates

It was noted previously that in applications such as data assimilation, TMI estimates at footprint resolution (14 km) are not generally required. In such applications, estimates at 0.5° or 1.0° spatial resolution are consistent with the grid resolution of a prospective analysis. In this subsection, the algorithm-based estimates of footprint-scale error are propagated to 0.5° resolution and are compared with TMI–PR differences.

If the simple spatial average of \(N\) TMI footprint-scale estimates over a given area is

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i, \tag{7}
\]

then the error variance of the spatial average is

\[
\sigma_x^2 = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sigma_i \sigma_j r_{ij}, \tag{8}
\]

where \(\sigma_i\) and \(\sigma_j\) are the errors of the \(i\)th and \(j\)th footprint-scale estimates, respectively, and \(r_{ij}\) is the correlation of the errors of the estimates. Note that although the TMI footprints are nearly contiguous, there is greater spatial sampling cross track than down track in the instrument swath, which could result in additional random error in the spatial average.

Given the algorithm-based estimates of footprint-scale random error given by (3), the error variance of the spatial average [(8)] can be evaluated if the spatial correlation of errors \(r\) can be estimated. In Bauer et al. (2002), it was assumed that the correlation of errors could be approximated by the correlation of retrieved parameters themselves. In the current study, the synthetic precipitation and radiance data are used to evaluate not only the correlation of surface rain rates, but also the correlation of rain-rate errors, which are derived from applications of the TMI algorithm to the synthetic radiances (see section 4a). Presented in Fig. 6 are correlations of surface rain rate and rain-rate error, plotted as functions of footprint separation distance. The correlations, given by the short- and long-dashed curves in the figure, are based upon all possible footprint pairs in the synthetic data, such that each pair is contained in the same 55 km \(\times\) 55 km rectangular box. Note that although both curves exhibit the familiar quasi-exponential decrease in correlation with footprint separation distance (e.g., Bell et al. 1990, their Fig. 3), the correlation of errors decreases much more rapidly with distance than the correlation of rain rates.

Furthermore, if the synthetic data are also stratified by the average estimated rain rate in each 55 km \(\times\) 55 km box, an additional set of error correlation curves is produced. Although there are insufficient synthetic data to determine the dependence of error correlation on box-averaged rain rate, the mean correlation and standard deviation values, also plotted in Fig. 6, indicate a relatively distinct family of curves. The mean error correlation, conditioned on box-averaged rain rate, decreases even more rapidly with footprint sepa-
ration distance than does the unconditional error correlation.

If the mean correlation function based upon the rainfall-stratified data is incorporated in (8), and the footprint-scale uncertainties are derived from (3), then (8) can be evaluated from applications of the TMI algorithm to the radiance data. As a test of (8), the algorithm is applied to all over-ocean TMI observations from the month of July 2000. The TMI half-degree instantaneous rain rates and their estimated errors are then collocated with half-degree instantaneous PR rain rates; only TMI–PR pairs for which both instruments observed at least 90% of the same half-degree box are included in the analysis. The TMI–PR pairs are then binned by the PR half-degree rain rate in 1 mm h\(^{-1}\) intervals. Based upon the TMI–PR pairs in each rain interval, the mean half-degree TMI rain-rate error from (8) is plotted against the mean half-degree PR rain rate (see Fig. 7). For comparison, the standard deviation of the TMI–PR differences is also plotted for each rain-rate interval.

In comparing the half-degree-resolution TMI rain-rate random errors in Fig. 7 with the errors at footprint scale (Fig. 5), it is apparent that in both cases, errors increase with increasing rain rate, but percentage errors decrease with rain rate. It is difficult to compare the plots in a quantitative way, because the distribution of rain rates narrows with increasing averaging area; however, the minimum percentage error at half-degree resolution is \(~20\%\), as compared with \(~60\%\) at footprint scale. Therefore, averaging appears to significantly reduce the random error of rain estimates, even considering the footprint-scale error spatial correlations that would tend to limit such a reduction. The larger minimum percentage error of \(~40\%\), reported by Bauer et al. (2002) for version-5 TMI estimates averaged to 60-km resolution, is due to the greater error correlations assumed in that study. Bauer et al. (2002) assumed that rain-rate and error correlations were equal, leading to a likely overestimate of error correlations.

Based upon applications of the algorithm to TMI observations over ocean from July 2000, random errors in instantaneous 0.5° rain-rate estimates range from roughly 50% at 1 mm h\(^{-1}\), to about 20% at 14 mm h\(^{-1}\). TMI errors also appear to explain about 60%–80% of the variance of the TMI–PR differences; see Fig. 7. The residual 20%–40% is likely because of random errors in PR rain estimates and differences in spatial sampling of half-degree boxes by the TMI and PR. This implies that the standard deviation of PR random errors (plus spatial sampling differences) is roughly 50%–80% of the TMI error standard deviation.
d. Random errors in monthly mean 2.5°-resolution estimates

In applications of satellite rain-rate and latent heating estimates to large-scale analysis or climate studies, data are often averaged to coarse spatial resolution and then over monthly or longer time periods (e.g., Xie and Arkin 1997; Adler et al. 2003). As the basis of a preliminary analysis of the uncertainties in longer time-space-averaged precipitation/heating estimates, the random errors in monthly mean 2.5°-resolution TMI-derived estimates are examined in this subsection. Also, as in previous work (Bell et al. 1990; Li et al. 1998; Bell and Kundu 2000, hereinafter BK00), it will be assumed that the errors resulting from the infrequent sampling of low-Earth-orbiting sensors, such as TMI, are independent of algorithm errors. It follows that the total error variance of the time-averaged estimate is equal to the sum of the algorithm and sampling error variances,

\[ \sigma^2_P = \sigma_{\text{alg}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{samp}}^2, \]

where \( \bar{P} \) is the instantaneous area-averaged rain rate in a 2.5° × 2.5° box, and the brackets (\( \langle \rangle \)) indicate a monthly average. The accumulated algorithm error variance \( \sigma_{\text{alg}}^2 \) over the period of a month is evaluated using (8), but in this case the summations are extended over all footprint-scale rain estimates in a given 2.5° × 2.5° box over the month.

Regarding the sampling error \( \sigma_{\text{samp}}^2 \), it is assumed that the estimate of the monthly mean rain rate over a given 2.5° × 2.5° box is the area-weighted average,

\[ \langle \bar{P} \rangle = \frac{1}{S} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( \frac{A_i}{A} \right) \bar{P}, \]

where the “effective number of visits” \( S \) is given by

\[ S = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( \frac{A_i}{A} \right). \]

Here, \( A \) is the area enclosed by the 2.5° × 2.5° box, \( A_i \) and \( \bar{P}_i \) are the area of observation within the box and the mean estimated rain rate within that area, respectively, on the \( i \)th overpass, and the summations are over all full or partial observations of the box during the month.

The error in \( \langle \bar{P} \rangle \) resulting from the relatively infrequent sampling of rainfall by low-Earth-orbiting satellite radiometers has been studied by several investigators, for example, Laughlin (1981), Shin and North (1988), Bell et al. (1990), Kedem et al. (1990), Oki and Sumi (1994), Huffman (1997), Li et al. (1998), and Steiner et al. (2003). Investigations by Bell and Kundu (1996) and BK00 have demonstrated the applicability of a relatively simple analytical model to the sampling problem. Incorporating the uniform sampling approximation of Laughlin (1981) in this model, BK00 derived an expression for the percentage sampling error in monthly mean estimates \( \sigma_{\text{samp}}^2/\langle \bar{P} \rangle \) in terms of the variance of the 2.5° instantaneous rain estimates \( \sigma_R^2 \), the autocorrelation time \( \tau_A \) of instantaneous box-averaged rain rates \( \bar{P} \), separated by an interval \( T/S \), where the period of observation \( T \) (1 month) divided by the effective number of satellite visits \( S \) has been used to approximate the sampling time interval (\( \Delta t \)) in the original expression from BK00 [see (2.22) and (2.23) in BK00].

Based upon a limited number of radar and rain gauge studies, BK00 argued that the percentage sampling error varied approximately as \( (\bar{P})^{-1/2} \), but with a coefficient of proportionality that varied with geographic location. In the present study, the BK00 expression for the percentage error in monthly estimates is evaluated with the help of the TMI rain-rate estimates themselves. The monthly mean rain rate is estimated using (10), while \( S \) is given by (11), and \( \sigma^2_A \) is approximated by the variance of the instantaneous 2.5° TMI rain estimates. The autocorrelation time \( \tau_A \) is typically much shorter (several hours) than the effective sampling time interval \( T/S \) of a single low-Earth-orbiting sensor (~1 day), and so the autocorrelation time cannot be estimated from the sensor observation time series. As an alternative, the expression from Bell et al. (1990) that was derived from GATE radar observations,

\[ \tau_A = 0.394 \left( \frac{A}{A} \right)^{0.528}, \]

is employed, where \( \tau_A \) is in hours and \( A \) is in squared kilometers. BK00 reported autocorrelation times as short as 4 h over 2.5° × 2.5° boxes during TOGA COARE, while autocorrelation times as long as 8 h (14 h) over 5° × 5° boxes in southern Japan during winter (summer) were found by Oki and Sumi (1994). Therefore, the autocorrelation time associated with a specific region is dependent not only on box area but also the climatology of rain systems in that region, and the use of (12) is an obvious simplification.

Shown in the left panels of Fig. 8 are estimates of the monthly mean surface rain rate, convective rain proportion, and \( Q_1 = Q_R \) at 7- and 3-km altitudes, based upon all TMI over-ocean observations from July 2000. The main features seen in the surface rain map correspond to those seen in global climatologies (e.g., Adler et al. 2003). Note the relative minima of convective proportion along the intertropical convergence zone.
(ITCZ) and in the more intense rain regions of the western Pacific and Indian Ocean. These relative minima indicate a significant contribution to the total rainfall by organized mesoscale convective systems, as described by Rickenbach and Rutledge (1998) in their analysis of radar observations from the TOGA COARE field campaign (located in the western Pacific warm-pool region).

Latent heating distributions, to first order, follow the patterns of surface rain rate, because the vertically integrated heating is approximately equal to \( \frac{L}{H} \frac{P}{H} \), where \( L \) is the latent heat of vaporization and \( P \) is the precipitation rate. Note that in the more intense rain regions, the heating at 7-km altitude exceeds that at 3 km. Where organized mesoscale convective systems produce a large proportion of the rainfall, the contribution of stratiform rains to total rainfall is significant, and the altitude of maximum latent heating rate is generally elevated; see Lin and Johnson (1996). However, in regions of weaker rains in the Northern Hemisphere, the rain spectrum is predominantly convective, and the heating at 3 km is often greater than that at 7 km. In the northern fringe of the Southern Hemisphere storm tracks, large baroclinic systems dominate and largely stratiform rains produce a characteristic weak heating at upper levels and evaporative cooling below.

Presented in Fig. 9 is a comparison of algorithm and sampling errors plotted as functions of the monthly, 2.5°-resolution rain-rate estimates. Although algorithm random errors are not entirely negligible at the monthly scale at the prescribed resolution, they are relatively small—less than 6% of the monthly total for rain rates greater than 5 mm day\(^{-1}\). Because of the small algorithm random error contribution to the monthly rain error, the remainder of this section will focus on sampling errors. Note, however, that it has so far been as-

---

**Fig. 8.** (left) Monthly mean 2.5°-resolution (top) surface rain rates, (middle) convective rain proportions, and (bottom) \( Q_1 - Q_0 \) at altitudes of 7 and 3 km, derived from algorithm applications to TMI observations over ocean from July 2000. (right) Corresponding sampling errors in monthly mean 2.5° estimates.
Fig. 9. Estimated percentage errors in (top left) monthly mean 2.5°-resolution surface rain rates and (bottom left) \( Q_1 - Q_R \) at 7-km altitude resulting from algorithm random errors and incomplete temporal sampling, plotted vs their estimated values. Monthly statistics are based upon applications of the microwave radiometer algorithm to TMI observations over ocean from July 2000. Also plotted are (top right) algorithm and sampling errors in June–August 2000 mean surface rain rates and (bottom right) \( Q_1 - Q_R \) at 7-km altitude at 2.5° resolution.
assumed in this theoretical development that algorithm errors are random with zero mean; in Part II, algorithm errors are shown to have an additional systematic component that is significant.

Distributions of sampling error in monthly, 2.5°-resolution surface rain rates, convective rain proportions, and \( Q_1 - Q_R \) at 7- and 3-km altitudes are provided in the right panels of Fig. 8. The sampling error of surface rain rates is computed using BK00 [their (2.22), (2.23)]; the sampling errors of convective rain rate and \( Q_1 - Q_R \) are calculated by substituting the variances of these quantities for \( \sigma_A^2 \) in BK00’s expression and assuming that their autocorrelation times are the same as the rain-rate autocorrelation time. Note that the sampling errors for rain rate and \( Q_1 - Q_R \) closely follow the patterns of rain rate and heating rate; however, the percentage errors decrease with increasing rain rate (see Fig. 9). This behavior of the sampling error was noted by Chang et al. (1993), BK00, and others. The range of sampling error is roughly 8%–35% at a rain rate of 5 mm day\(^{-1}\), and it tapers to about 12% at 20 mm day\(^{-1}\). The large spread of sampling error at low rain rates is mainly because of geographic variations of the variance of rain rates and the frequency of sampling by the TMI; even though rain rates are relatively low at higher latitudes, the generally low rain-rate variance and relatively high sampling rate tend to reduce percentage errors, according to (2.22) and (2.23) of BK00. Convective rain proportion—the ratio of the convective and total rain rate—has a different sampling error distribution, with lowest errors in regions of high rain rate (see Fig. 8). Aside from variations in sampling error resulting from error contributions from rain rate and convective rain-rate estimates, taking the ratio of the two quantities introduces an approximate \( \langle \bar{P} \rangle^{-1} \) dependence of convective rain proportion sampling error on rain rate. Errors in monthly latent heating estimates follow the same trends as rain-rate errors, although they are proportionately greater, in general (see lower panels of Fig. 9). Also, latent heating algorithm errors cannot be neglected in relation to sampling errors.

Sampling error can be reduced further by taking longer-term averages of the satellite estimates. Shown in the right-hand panels of Fig. 9 are the algorithm and sampling random errors of estimated June–August 2000 average rain rates and \( Q_1 - Q_R \) at 7-km altitude. Even considering the reduction of the variance of 3-month-averaged rain rates relative to the 1-month averages, a significant reduction of sampling error in the 3-month averages is evident, with a range of 6%–15% at an average rain rate of 5 mm day\(^{-1}\). Latent heating errors are similarly reduced.

5. Summary and concluding remarks

A revision of the TRMM facility precipitation algorithm for applications to TMI observations (version 6) is described. The primary objective is to adapt this algorithm for the estimation of consistent convective rain proportion and cloud latent heating \( Q_1 - Q_R \) profiles, in addition to surface rainfall rate and precipitation profiles. The extension and generalization of the algorithm are accomplished by (a) increasing the diversity of cloud-radiative model simulations supporting the algorithm, (b) adjusting the cloud-resolving model microphysics to produce more realistic graupel and snow distributions, (c) including the effects of mixed-phase precipitation in nonconvective regions of the cloud-resolving model simulations, (d) utilizing consistent definitions of convective rain area and total rain area in the context of cloud-resolving model simulations and satellite observations, (e) including a new geographic database to better separate ocean, coast, and land areas, and (f) establishing a more consistent microwave radiance “background” in rain-free regions from passive microwave observations. Uncertainties in retrieved parameters are estimated by applying the algorithm to synthetic radiance data based upon a subset of cloud-radiative model simulations and through construction, starting with algorithm-based error estimates and propagating these to coarser time and space resolutions. Synthetic data applications indicate suppression of random errors with averaging, although systematic overestimation (underestimation) of the lowest (highest) rain intensities and latent heating rates is also indicated. Biases are attributed to the relatively small precipitation/heating “signal” in passive microwave observations at both extremes.

The propagation of algorithm-based random errors is computed to provide baseline uncertainties in two relevant products—an instantaneous 0.5°-resolution product suitable for data assimilation applications, and a monthly 2.5° product required for large-scale analyses or climate studies. Based upon applications of the algorithm to TMI observations over ocean from July 2000, random errors in instantaneous 0.5° rain-rate estimates ranged from roughly 50% at 1 mm h\(^{-1}\), to about 20% at 14 mm h\(^{-1}\). Errors in collocated PR estimates are roughly 50%–80% of the TMI errors at this resolution. Random errors in monthly 2.5° rain-rate and heating estimates are due to the combination of algorithm and sampling errors. Sampling errors are estimated using the Laughlin (1981) model, in which the variance of rain rate or heating rate over the month is supplied by the TMI estimates themselves. Although rain-rate algorithm errors are not negligible (up to 6%
at a rain rate of 5 mm day$^{-1}$), sampling errors dominate at this time–space resolution. Sampling errors range from 8% to 35% at 5 mm day$^{-1}$, but decrease with increasing rain rate. Sampling errors in latent heating rates follow the same trend. Averaging over 3 months reduces the rain-rate sampling error to a range of 6%–15% at 5 mm day$^{-1}$. Latent heating errors are similarly reduced.

It should be stressed that the algorithm-based error estimates described in this study represent only that portion of the random error associated with lack of precipitation or latent heating–specific information in the passive microwave observations. Two other sources of uncertainty are the systematic errors in the cloud-radiative model simulations that form the supporting database of the current algorithm and the lack of representativeness of the database for algorithm applications to a given region, climate regime, or atmospheric state, in general. Nevertheless, the comparisons of the algorithm-based error estimates and TMI–PR deviations suggest that algorithm random errors make up a significant portion of the total error at shorter time and space scales. As time and space averaging of the microwave precipitation/heating estimates increase, random errors resulting from the lack of information in the radiance data or insufficient sampling will decrease, exposing systematic errors associated with the cloud-radiative model database.

Errors in precipitation and latent heating estimates are examined further in Part II of this study, in which version-6 and version-5 TMI estimates are compared with independent ground-based observations, as well as those from the PR.
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